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link  and instructions for resolving shipping mark issues
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Yes
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Are they
registered with Meat
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Yes

No
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Send the exporter the information on Meat Messaging - AMPC
webinar, registration link and implementation guide 

  
Meat Messaging Registration link: https://meatmessaging.org/register
Implementation Guide: https://meatmessaging.org/docs/MM_Implementation_Guide.pdf
9900.5 VII. LOT DISPOSTIONS: https://www.fsis.usda.gov/policy/fsis-directives/9900.5
Find Shipment: https://meatmessaging.org/docs/Training_9_USA_Import_inspection_facility_resolving_a_Shipping_Mark_issue_V2.pdf
NAMI Presentation: https://meatmessaging.org/video/Optimize_Red_Meat_Import_Process_From_Australia_Through_Barcodes.html
Send request to Meat Messaging: info@meatmessaging.com
Australian Meat Inspection/Health Certificate Form: https://meatmessaging.org/docs/Rejections_for_Product_NOT_Found_in_Meat_Messaging.pdf
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They need to get their processor's IT system uploading all
consignment details to MM and their AA updated and endorsed.

They need to let their customers, 3rd party cold stores and import
inspection establishments know they are endorsed for MM 

No

Can the issue
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 MM search?

Yes

Yes

Send request to
Meat Messaging to
investigate issue or

email.

No

No
Send the exporter the information on Meat Messaging - AMPC

webinar, registration link and implementation guide 

Scan barcode or use the health certificate number to find the
shipment and follow the US remarking protocol.
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 MM search?
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investigate issue
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Are they a
software vendor
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provider?

Send the software vendor or service provider the information on
Meat Messaging - AMPC webinar, registration link and

implementation guide 

Yes
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Meat Messaging to
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Go to  9900.5 VII. LOT DISPOSITIONS, go to the registration
link  and instructions for resolving shipping mark issues

Go to  9900.5 VII. LOT DISPOSITIONS, go to the registration
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